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The importance of contextual
contracts

Historically, contract management software exists to edit,
track changes and versions, monitor an approvals process of
the document, and provides data around expiry and
execution dates. However, it is disconnected from the
contextual side of the job, the legal tasks performed in order
to get the contract to signature. Think engagement with the
represented party, negotiation with the opposing lawyer and
party, meetings within a legal team to delegate tasks and find
a solution to the contractual negotiation at hand.

There is often a lot of valuable information around the
intentions of parties to a contract which has been created
before it hits legal’s desk. It is essential that this information
is captured and made visible to those tasked with either
drafting the contract or managing its ongoing operations post
execution. With an integrated contract and matter
management system you can do just that.

Avoid disputes

Disputes require evidence - and evidence comes from
good matter and contract management. Without it,
disputes can end up where no corporation wants to
be, in expensive and time-consuming litigation. Good
matter and contract management practices mean
recording interpretations of what has been said and
agreed on between parties. It means filing emails and
documents related to matters and having all relevant
contractual information filed and stored. It is best to
prepare oneself for the future.
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Outcomes
LawVu’s matter and contract lifecycle management modules are built from the ground

up for in-house lawyers, and are designed to work together to help you have:
More efficient workflow | Better oversight of legal obligations | Preparedness for disputes
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LawVu Matters is the most
comprehensive and user friendly
matter management software
built specifically for in-house
legal teams.

Legal counsel using LawVu Matters manage
all their work: matters, to-dos, workflow and
documents from one cloud-based platform
driving efficiency and transparency so that
they can focus more on being a key enabler in
their organization.

One source of truth
One central system for tracking all matters,
documents and emails.

Intake
Manage and triage intake from business users.

Workflow
Track matters, assign tasks, automate task flows,
create to-do lists and check status of matters.

Collaborate

Collaborate with team members with matters.

LawVu Contracts is a cloud-
based contract repository,
lifecycle management and
automation tool for in-house legal
teams.

Contracts gives legal teams total control over
their contracts and documents, speeding up
turn around times, approval processes, reducing
risk and unlocking the value of deals sooner.

Document automation
Empower non-legal users to self-serve with self-
service contract creation. Perfect for high-volume,
low-complexity automation and self-service
situations.

Document repository
Store contracts in a global repository and link
contracts to matters with LawVu’s matter
management software.

Lifecycle management
Keep track of the lifecycle and current status of all
contracts, and use our reminder system to get
notifications of key dates.

Contract approval workflows
Create approval workflows to speed up the process
and improve transparency.

E-signature integrations
Integrations with DocuSign and Hellosign
for end to end workflow.


